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THEOLOGICAL AND SECULAR 
ΜΕΤΑ-NARRATIVES OF POLITICS: 
ANABAPTIST ORIGINS 
REVISITED (AGAIN)1 

THOMAS HEILKE 

Once upon a time, the story of Anabaptism was a simple tale. Anabaptism 
began in the southern German-speaking areas of Europe, sometime early in 
the third decade of the sixteenth century. It could be identified by a 
relatively coherent, stable, and recognizable set of doctrines or behaviours, 
the most important of which included a personal and communal discipline, 
a rejection of state-sponsored religion, and one or another form of pacifism. 
Even the devil in the details of this story was a minor-league player. Scholars 
might dispute the precise origins of Anabaptism, but few seriously ques
tioned that were was such an origin and that Anabaptism was an easily 
identifiable movement.2 Similarly, even though scholars had produced 
numerous biographies of early Anabaptist leaders, the differences between 
these leaders—with perhaps the exception of Thomas Müntzer and his 
immediate followers—could be treated as either largely incidental or as 
temporary pot-holes on the road to unity. It was relatively easy to discern 
who was or was not a "true" Anabaptist. It was possible, then, to trace a 
continuous, determinative path from the earliest Anabaptist stirrings in the 
1520's to the present day. Serious disruption in this narrative could be 
attributed mainly to external forces (persecution, political expulsion, war
time disorder, etc.). Internal disputes and splits among various Anabaptist 
groups could be treated as rifts in a main line that continued in unbroken 
succession to the contemporary inheritors of the Anabaptist tradition.3 

No more. The scholarly work of the past thirty years or so has produced 
results that remind one of Nietzsche's ironic (if erroneous) comment on the 
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origin of nihilism: "Christianity breaks up because of the necessary character 
of its morality.—Science has awakened doubt in the truthfulness of the 
Christian God: and by this doubt, Christianity dies (Pascal's deus absconditus).* 
The apparent unity in the origins of Anabaptism has been shattered not so 
much by openly hostile doubters, but by the truthful scholarship of con
temporary Anabaptists themselves, or at least by camp followers. Their 
work has fragmented the seeming unity of original Anabaptism along 
several lines. The result threatens to be an anabaptisma abscondita. One can no 
longer tell "The Anabaptist Story/'5 

With this background in mind, the present essay has four aims. First, it 
examines the purpose and results of some recent work that has either 
questioned, rejected, or reformulated the possibility of envisioning an ori
ginal Anabaptist unity. Second, it considers the motivations for fashioning 
such a contestable unity in the first place. Third, it considers the place of 
unitary motivations and their critiques in contemporary studies of Ana
baptism. Fourth, it seeks briefly to draw implications for ecclesial histori
ography in general. A reconsideration of the debate concerning Anabaptist 
origins can be directed toward a larger register to provide for an instanti
ation (as well as a critique) of what John Milbank has called "a 'counter-
modern' articulation of a specifically Christian onto-logic."61 want to sug
gest, then, that recent reappraisals of Anabaptist origins are best understood 
as attempts at "getting the story straight" that have their own story to tell. 
This new story—told in a social science mode—introduces a different meta-
narrative that in turn raises a number of interpretive issues for telling, re
telling, appropriating, and evaluating the "original," believers' Anabaptist 
story. (Ironically enough, the original story was also accepted by certain 
scholars hostile to the Anabaptists.) These issues have remained somewhat 
elusive in the literature surrounding this debate, and the present essay aims 
to scrutinize more carefully the most important of them. Accordingly, the 
essay first reviews the transition from a unitary Anabaptist history to a more 
fragmented one. It then examines the character of this new, semi-fragmented 
account. Finally, it considers the conditions and premises for a new account 
of Anabaptist origins from a believer's perspective. Although these inter
pretive issues are raised here within the scope of Anabaptist history and its 
current status, the essay has wider implications concerning the problem of 
practical faithfulness and telling "true" stories. This problem is not confined 
to the intentions of "believers" alone, since the metanarrative of our truth
fulness occurs as a subtext for every story.7 

From Monogenesis to Polygenesis 

In a summary essay published in 1975 on the occasion of the "450th 
anniversary of the emergence of Anabaptism in Zürich,"8 James Stayer, 
Werner Packull, and Klaus Deppermann suggested that the premises of 
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a unitary origin (monogenesis) of Anabaptism was an unsupported and 
unsupportable assumption of the pioneering work on the Reformation 
conducted by Ernst Troeltsch, Karl Holl, and other scholars hostile or in
different to the religious claims of the Anabaptists, as well as by Anabaptist 
believers and scholars themselves. "The history of Anabaptist origins," they 
argued, "can no longer be preoccupied with the essentially sterile question 
of where Anabaptism began, but must devote itself to studying the plural 
origins of Anabaptism and their significance for the plural character of the 
movement." They noted that the assumption of Anabaptist monogenesis as 
opposed to polygenesis had never been established, but merely implied in 
the debate between Troeltsch and Holl, and otherwise generally assumed 
among contemporary Anabaptists and non-Anabaptist scholars alike. Em
pirical studies showed that it was "an unexamined assumption which simply 
does not bear rigorous examination."9 Stayer, et al. did not indicate, how
ever, the direction such studies might take, nor what results one might 
expect, nor what the normative consequences of polygenesis might be for 
those who looked to the Anabaptists as their spiritual ancestors.10 

For scholars like Troeltsch and Holl, a unitary story with specific origins 
firmly (and unproblematically) "locates" Anabaptists in a sociological, cul
tural, or historical setting, making them readily identifiable and easy to 
characterize. In this paper, however, I focus on the motives of the so-called 
"evangelical Anabaptists" or "believers" and their "polygenetic" counter
parts. For believers, past attempts at telling an Anabaptist story, with a 
determinative beginning, a coherent middle, and a tentative ending that 
terminates in one's own present (and therefore holds out the promise of a 
new beginning, or at least a continuation of the middle) had a justifiable and 
discernible impetus. It was in part an effort to trace a spiritual ancestry that 
would give practical moral identity to a contemporary community that saw 
itself as descended from the original Anabaptists. Such an intention elicits 
the following question: are the monogenetic stories of Mennonite scholars— 
"evangelical Anabaptists"—and other believers not simply historical self-
authentications, self-serving attempts at establishing an historically located 
legitimacy, subtle expressions, as it were, of a will-to-power? Eric Voegelin's 
discovery of what he called historiogenesis as an activity of historical 
construction has (as we shall later see) its own problems, but is a helpful 
attempt to capture this motive. 

According to Voegelin, "historiogenesis is a mytho-speculative extrapola
tion of pragmatic history toward its cosmic-divine point of origin" that 
"proves to be a symbolic form of extraordinary pertinacity, elasticity, and 
variability."11 It is a construction of political history in which the author 
demonstrates a continuous line of politico-theological meaning from a 
divine origin to his own present. Voegelin found the phenomenon to be 
pervasive from as far into antiquity as written records exist up to the present 
day. In every case, the known pragmatic events of an author's past could 
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be strung along a line of meaning that demonstrated the continuous and 
continued divine sanction of the political and social order in which the 
author finds himself. Historiogenesis is, in this sense, "a speculation on the 
origin and cause of social order," but it is also the literary legitimation of a 
particular order. It emerges "from the cooperation of pragmatic histori
ography with mythopoesis and noetic speculation."12 The telling distinction 
between "pragmatic history" on the one hand and historiogenesis on the 
other is that the single thread of meaning required by the latter frequently 
requires its authors to disregard and inventively re-interpret data uncovered 
by the former. For example, 

The Sumerian Empire was a manifold of city-states under local dyn
asties, with an imperial organization superimposed, whenever one of 
the cities, not always the same, gained ascendancy over the others 
through conquering expansion. Whereas a critical historian would have 
to relate the parallel histories of the cities, as well as the changes of 
ascendancy, the authors of the King List constructed a unilinear history 
of Sumer by placing the parallel city-dynasties in succession on a single 
temporal line of rulers, issuing into the restored empire of their own 
time. The parallel histories of the cities were abolished, but nevertheless 
absorbed into an imaginary, unilinear history of empire. One cosmos, it 
appears, can only have one imperial order, and the sin of coexistence 
must be atoned by posthumous integration into the one history whose 
goal has been demonstrated through the success of the conqueror. If it, 
then, be remembered that the imaginary line of kings is extrapolated 
to its absolute point of origin in divine-cosmic events, so that nothing 
extraneous to it has a chance of disturbing the one and only course 
admissible, the construction appears as an act of violence committed 
against historical reality. The relevant course of events descends in-
eluctably from the cosmic origin down to the present of the authors 
whose society is the only one that matters.13 

The two apparent motives for such constructions both originate in the 
pragmatic, concrete experiences of a society. In the first place, the continued 
historical existence of society makes one wonder what constitutes this exist
ence and what kind of meaning it might have. A society must have existed 
long enough for such a "retrospective extrapolation of events of an absolute 
starting point [to be] intelligible,"14 but this social stability cannot be taken 
for granted. Threats to the stability or even the very existence of a society 
make its members anxious, and this anxiety becomes the second motive 
for historiogenetic constructions. Temporal and temporary stability, always 
threatened by historical impermanence, includes an "imaginative construc
tion" that converts "temporal gain into a possession forever."15 

The rationale for introducing this concept into the discussion of Ana
baptist historiography is three-fold. First, it seems to me that a critique of 
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such historiography as a kind of historiogenetic construction is what the 
new historians of Anabaptist heterogenesis that I will review are moving 
toward in their critique of the evangelical, unitary thesis. Second, if this 
critique has merit, then their historiogenetic critique is a powerful objection 
to evangelical ways of writing Anabaptist history. Third, then, we may ask: 
if we substituted into Voegelin's account of the Sumerian King List "church" 
for kingdom and city-state and imperial order, "theologian" or "Anabaptist 
leader" for ruler, and "kingdom of God" for cosmos, would we not have a 
crude summary of evangelical Anabaptist historiography? It seems on its 
face, at least, that insofar as twentieth-century Mennonites claim theological 
(often conjoined with direct biological) descent from the sixteenth-century 
Anabaptists, their historiography has clear historiogenetic characteristics in 
at least five ways. 

First, most Anabaptists had and many Mennonites have a strong "king
dom theology". In the manner of Augustine, they see the church as one kind 
of kingdom in conflict with the political rulers and authorities, as well as the 
sociological trends of the "secular" world.16 The desire to render the con
tinuities of Anabaptist ways of being church intelligible and useful may 
usher in a kind of historiogenetic construction that displays the continuity 
of the alternate "kingdom" (in the manner of Augustine) of the Anabaptists 
as a meaningful unity in both pragmatic or secular and theological history. 
Both anxiety, induced by the seeming fragility of this kingdom of faith, and 
the observation of seeming continuity despite four hundred years of epi
sodic, sometimes intense persecution and oppression, are plausible motives 
for such constructions of meaning. 

Second, Anabaptist historiography of any kind must deal with origins, 
which is perhaps its most contentious problem. The evangelical historians 
look to certain key events as the locus of Anabaptist origins. Cast under 
categories of "rebirth" or "restitution", they look to these originating events 
as recapturing an even more distant origin, the Christian church of the first 
century. Third, this question is then linked with the phenomenon of con
tinuity, both of Anabaptism over the last four hundred years, and the 
Christian "free church" tradition over the last two thousand. Fourth, there 
exists a firm claim of divine sanction or divine blessing in the Anabaptist 
story. The Anabaptist and their modern heirs are, after all, attempting to live 
faithfully to a calling or standard for which they claim divine approbation 
if not command. Finally, the writing of Anabaptist history along these lines 
of meaning seems to demand a "selective" use of sources and a definitional 
imposition (what is "normative Anabaptism"?). In short, there exists a clear 
case for claiming that evangelical histories of Anabaptism are historiogenetic 
treatments of the historical data. 

Even in the face of such historiogenetic motives among the monogenetic 
story-tellers, however, the (re-)discovery of Anabaptist polygenesis does 
not put to an end any attempt to tell a coherent story; it merely poses 
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the necessity of telling the story differently. That this is possible is not 
self-evident, yet not unlikely; but I anticipate. 

Let us begin by considering specifically the most noted of the writings 
from the scholarship that attempts to define a new Anabaptist identity amidst 
the fragmented origins. These would include the work of C.P. Ciasen, James 
M. Stayer, and Hans-Jürgen Goertz.17 The primary motivation for their work 
seems to be two-fold. First, there is a "philological" intent. All three scholars 
are trying to get the story straight. All three consciously oppose the story 
they read out of the Anabaptist texts and other sources to the unitary 
account that evangelical Anabaptists and others have traditionally offered. 

Stayer's book, for example, is an examination of the development and 
heterogeneity of Anabaptist thinking regarding "the relation of force and 
ethical values." This relation, in Stayer's view, is a specifically political 
problem, captured by the Anabaptists under the rubric "the doctrine of the 
Sword." This doctrine does not indicate an immediate concern with "revolu
tion and pacifism" as central theoretical issues; rather, according to Stayer, 
Anabaptists "were wrestling ... with the ethics of coercion," which they 
referred to as the teaching on the sword.18 Stayer develops a typology of 
positions on this question, and he discovers that the Anabaptists can be 
found on nearly every point of its topography.19 In Stayer's finding, there is 
no unified Anabaptist opinion on this question of political coercion, which, 
according to their evangelical interpreters, most distinguishes Anabaptists 
from any other Christian tradition. With this result in mind, Stayer intends 
to deliver a "study of the historical development of a body of thought, not 
the systematic exposition of a static theory." He proposes not to "single out" 
a definitive Anabaptist doctrine, but to demonstrate "a diversity of Ana
baptist doctrines of the Sword roughly paralleling that which was present 
in the first years of the Reformation movement before there were clearly 
identifiable Anabaptist sects." This diversity eventually coalesced among 
the several Anabaptist groups into a similar radical apoliticism, but only 
over a period of time. Stayer concludes that the Anabaptist distinctiveness 
on the question of coercion was not based on an initial unity, but on the fact 
that "the religious character of the several sects pointed them to a different 
ultimate resolution of the issues about the Christian and the Sword from the 
ones that won out in the various branches of official Protestantism."20 

Initially, then, the "family resemblance"—to use Wittgenstein's term—of 
Anabaptists is narrowly circumscribed, nearly formal: "The Anabaptists I 
have investigated are necessarily united only by the outer sign that gave 
them their label: they are members of sects practicing baptism of believers 
and forming religious groups on that basis. Any other general qualities of 
Anabaptism will have to be assigned on an a posteriori rather than a priori, 
basis."21 There appears, therefore, to be only a formal Anabaptist identity, 
but no universal or unitary Anabaptist qualities, and no clearly determin
ative Anabaptist origins or Anabaptist visions of the good life. 
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Clasen's book was published in the same year as Stayer's. Ciasen wants to 
examine "the structure and nature of the Anabaptist movement itself." This 
seems a quixotic effort in our post-Kantian context. What, after all, is a 
"movement itself"? According to Ciasen, it is discovered by approaching 
"the Anabaptist movement from the point of view of social history", which 
is an attempt "to understand Anabaptism in the context of the sixteenth cen
tury German society, not to formulate a sociological model." Thus, Ciasen 
seeks to present a study "based strictly on fact."22 His approach is avowedly 
"quantitative": how many Anabaptists lived in what towns? How many 
converts to Anabaptism were there in any given year? What occupations did 
Anabaptists have? How did Anabaptists organize themselves, economically 
and ecclesiologically? What did they do, empirically speaking? What was 
done to them? 

Ciasen writes in that era when there was considerable optimism among 
social scientists regarding the intrinsic intelligibility and power of empirical 
studies, and it would hardly be to the point to rehearse yet again the decisive 
objections to many of the claims of such endeavors. That facts only appear 
as facts within a contextual matrix is no longer news. Suffice it to say that 
we know there are no "facts" apart from interpretive structures that give 
them their "place" in a coherent whole.23 But this well-sung refrain has im
plications for Clasen's study that should not be shrugged aside and that 
I will examine presently. For the moment, let us note that Clasen's study 
also opens a space for questioning monogenesis. Questioning this premise is 
not an initial motivation of his work, but observations of doctrines and 
behaviors lead him to the conclusion that Anabaptism was, in its doctrines, 
practices, and adherents, pluralistic, if not polygenetic. 

Goertz's work takes up where Stayer's leaves off, with a nod to Clasen's 
efforts. Unlike Stayer, Goertz seeks a common motivation among Ana
baptists that would give their "family resemblance" more depth. This would 
give us a better conceptual grip on what Anabaptists were about than the 
formal, descriptive appellation with which Stayer begins and seemingly 
ends. Like Stayer and Ciasen, Goertz begins with the premise that the 
Anabaptists must be understood in the context of the social and ecclesiastical 
politics of their time. Their unique but disparate doctrines and practices are, 
consequently, the direct product of an engagement with their political 
environment.24 According to Goertz, the various features of the hetero
geneous Anabaptist groups of the sixteenth century have in common an 
"anticlerical impulse" that can be traced through every ecclesiological, 
social, and political practice unique to them.25 Anabaptism in all its mani
festations is defined by anticlericalism, which is the source of any "family 
resemblance" among them. Although this looks like a new monogenesis 
at the motivational level, Goertz suggests its normative implications are 
heterogeneous or polymorphic, and therefore indeterminate. 
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From Polygenesis to a New Story 

I have suggested that the first motivation of the work of Stayer, Ciasen, and 
Goertz rests in an effort to get the story straight. But this effectively opens up 
a second motivation in the midst of the first: each wants to tell a story of his 
own. For the "evangelical Mennonites", the history of early Anabaptism is 
ultimately a story of God's activity in history, with which later Anabaptists 
can identify and in which they can discover moral and ethical resources for 
living their own story by continuing in what has gone before.26 A social-
scientific approach to Anabaptist origins and history results not only in a 
disruption of this evangelical story, but in its replacement. 

Being a principled scholar, Stayer clarifies his historiography with two 
remarks that help us to understand what he is doing. First, he calls himself 
a "profane historian with a liberal perspective." We are led to believe that 
this characterizes the history he writes as "profane history", which is con
trasted in particular with the history that "Anabaptist evangelicalism" tells. 
The problem with the latter, in Stayer's view, is that it "imposes on the dis
parate Anabaptist sects a consistency and a system which do not correspond 
to sixteenth-century realities."27 His profane perspective is intended to 
provide a critical distance from such religiously or politically motivated 
interpretations. Evangelical Anabaptism is "an abstraction of limited uti
lity," containing "within it phenomena which [are] stubbornly different 
from one another." These phenomena would "have to be understood in 
an historical context even if in a differently constructed one from Holl's 
Schwärmertum."28 Accordingly, whereas the evangelical Anabaptist historians 
seek an identity, a single thread of continuous meaning in the story of the 
Anabaptists, Stayer is uninterested in or dubious about such a "confes
sional" enterprise. Instead, the meaning of the story resides for him in the 
gradual resolution of conflicting dogmas and mediating political experi
ences. His hope is for a continuing "rationality and progress of knowledge," 
which begins with a focus on "interacting groups and sects, rather than [the] 
unified movement" depicted in Evangelical historiography.29 

But what does this mean? When he is confronted with the sixteenth-
century Anabaptists' political doctrines, Stayer acknowledges in a second 
remark a realpolitical liberalism that regards the Anabaptist doctrine of 
nonresistance (which finally won the day as the movement coalesced) as 
quixotic and unpersuasive, but as perhaps the most relevant "to the his
torical situation of the sixteenth-century Anabaptists."30 Even though an 
"absolute rejection of the pragmatic, and of social responsibility ... is built 
into the ethics of non-resistance," the Anabaptist response is an expedient 
response to their sociopolitical situation. Its political effectiveness and its 
meaning beyond a pragmatism that insures survival appear to be nil.31 

In a helpful review of Stayer's argument, John H. Yoder takes up this 
evaluation and shows that "prior theological and world view commitments" 
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will affect the "meaningful unity" Stayer constructs from the data he 
examines. Yoder does not directly contest Stayer's critique of the evangelical 
Anabaptist historiography, but he does contend that Stayer's prior com
mitments lead him to misunderstand some of the variation in Anabaptist 
criticisms of the political authorities of their time. Stayer's realpolitical 
commitments force the need for an ideological consistency on Anabaptist 
positions that excludes, ex hypothesi, a number of possibilities for dialogue 
that Anabaptists wanted to entertain. Thus, Anabaptism may be poly
genetic, and it may vary across its responses to varied political situations, 
but this pluralism is a principled pluralism that finds its identity in an 
underlying unity of hope and purpose concerning the political realm.32 If 
a realpolitical liberalism obscures the principled yet pliable stance of the 
Anabaptists, then they cannot be partners in discussion, but only contestants 
in conflict. 

It would appear, then, that Stayer's real-historical perspective measures 
success by survival, not by a faithfulness to a story that must take some 
account of the situation. His position does not thereby contest the Ana
baptist perspective, but undermines or subverts it, because he relocates the 
meaning of the Anabaptist story. For Stayer, principled pacifism and non-
resistance (whose manifestations may vary with the political situation) are 
rooted not in an effort at obedience to a story as it is delivered in an 
authoritative text, but in an Anabaptist political illegitimacy that makes such 
pacifism expedient.33 Stayer's "profane" history is a history written from the 
perspective of the Realpolitiker, in which pacifism and non-resistance are 
neither "true", nor faithful, but expedient. Anabaptism's plural origins and 
its hesitant, historically mediated progress toward unity are, for Stayer (and 
Goertz), evidence of this assertion. For the evangelical interpreter, however, 
the same data are evidence of readiness to rational discussion, willingness 
for negotiation and careful assessment of the situation, but without sacrifice 
of core principles. Thus, Stayer's finding of Anabaptist pluralism on certain 
central doctrines leads him, out of his interpretive commitment to Realpolitik, 
to dismiss Anabaptists as partners in discussion on grounds of both in
coherence and opportunism. 

Stayer's claim of pluralist development are a critique not only of contem
porary evangelical Mennonite claims of continuity, but, more importantly, 
of their own (and, most likely, earlier Anabaptists') self-understanding. It 
seems to imply that peaceableness is a product of expediency, not a recovery 
of an original, biblical vision. (We will see that Goertz's and Clasen's work 
produce similar results). Yet Stayer's findings of doctrinal fragmentation do 
not proceed to a typologically necessary conclusion. First, we may learn 
lessons and clarify our principles in light of practical experience, but that 
does not vitiate their moral insight, nor make them merely exercises in 
expedience. Second, peaceableness is neither a necessary nor historically 
frequent response to persecution or political oppression. Violent resistance 
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and an ongoing quest for revenge are more likely. Indeed, as Yoder points 
out, there is no evidence that any of the doctrinal or practical outcomes in the 
Radical Reformation are predetermined. Sociological explanations that ex
clude not merely "religious impulses", but faithfulness to a vision or the 
possibility of an historically circumscribed theophany are not only theor
etically overdetermined, they are only partially supported by the evidence.34 

Stayer's perspective allows him to dismiss the possibility that peaceableness 
is not merely a politically expedient stance, but a stance based on a wider 
"kingdom theology" that has both deeper sources and broader implications 
than one's immediate relations to the ruling authorities, and that strictly 
limits the role of expedience as a political directive for survival. 

We see similar outcomes in Goertz's attempt to relocate the Anabaptist 
"family resemblance" in an "anticlericalism". In Goertz's view, a variety of 
Anabaptist activities and doctrines, including their use of biblical writ
ings, their practice of sanctified living, their pacifism, their demand for a 
believer's church independent of the ruling political authorities, and their 
interpretation of standard Christian doctrines (Lord's Supper, Eucharist, 
etc.) reduces to one or another form of anticlericalism. Like Stayer's inter
pretation, however, this conceptualization is effectively an attempt to retell 
the Anabaptist story. Thus, we may call Dirk Willems' famous rescue of 
his pursuer (who then had him arrested and ultimately executed) from the 
frozen river into which he had fallen an act of anticlericalism insofar as it 
displays a degree of faithfulness to an ethic of agape or love for the enemy 
that few "clerics" of the Magisterial churches either preached or demon
strated.35 But such self-sacrifice seems to stretch the definitional function of 
the category beyond what is useful or credible. Certainly, the violence of the 
Batenburgers, a sect immediately descended from the Münster Anabaptists 
and with whom Willems or his peaceable companions had to contend, is also 
"anti-clerical", but to much different effect. Thus, the term itself does not 
provide us with the resources to make sufficient ethical distinctions within 
stories or between them. Adding such resources—if we procure them from 
a story of faithfulness rather than from a real-historical story—is already to 
retell the story in such a way that its meaning moves beyond Goertz's 
anticlerical appellation. 

To put it another way, anticlericalism is an epiphenomenon of Ana
baptism, an accidental quality attendant to Anabaptist activity that does not 
capture what Anabaptists seem to have thought they were doing.36 Thus, the 
doctrines and activities of anticlericalism (biblicism, separatist ecclesiology, 
adult immersion, moral discipline, and so on) are "anti-clerical", because 
they are the activities of the citizens of one kingdom in contrast to the 
activities of the citizens of another kingdom, whose most powerful and 
articulate representatives happen to be in significant part the clergy of the 
Magisterial churches. Anticlericalism is the surface of the story, not its 
depth. Goertz reads a surface phenomenon, an accident that seems to be 
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universally present among the Anabaptists, for the essential "family resemb
lance". To exchange one for the other is to tell a different story, not neces
sarily to render a better "explanation". It is the different story Goertz tells 
that makes this move in nomenclature intelligible. In the story he replaces, 
the practice of a sanctified life, not anticlericalism per se, may lead to a 
diatribe against the "shepherds", whose assigned (but neglected) task it 
seems originally to have been to assure the conditions for such a life. The 
practices of the Anabaptists lead to an implicit or even explicit critique of 
those who do not live up to their self-assigned claims in the way the 
Anabaptists attempt to do, but Anabaptist practice itself is not the critique of 
the clergy per se, and it precedes this latter activity.37 In the new story, which 
Ciasen articulates more sharply in this register than Goertz, anticlericalism 
is an immediate expression of resentment, embitterment, and populist 
distrust of education. Ciasen rightly points out the execrable excesses of the 
Anabaptists in their criticisms of the clergy, but these misdeeds do not 
remove the possibility of loftier motives—among at least some or even many 
of the Anabaptists—as the initiating impulse for such critique.38 

Goertz's and Clasen's recasting of the story raises anew the questions that 
Stayer's retelling invokes. What will be the "narrative base" from which we 
tell the story?39 Will it be a narrative of essential conflict and violence, or of 
prophetic faithfulness and hope? Stayer himself seems ultimately to want to 
avoid disrupting the Evangelical Anabaptist tradition, preferring perhaps to 
attenuate its basis: 

The revolutionary (and in many areas mystical-spiritualist) beginnings 
of sixteenth-century Anabaptism must not be allowed to obscure the 
peaceful, biblicist, sectarian and separatist character of the mature 
movement. It is the need to revise and enlarge, without destroying, the 
vision of Anabaptism of the earlier generation of commitedly pro-
Anabaptist historians that makes polemic so inappropriate at this 
juncture.40 

But what does this mean? Along with Ciasen, Stayer explicitly states that the 
evangelical perspective is—methodologically, at least—uninteresting, and 
Goertz suggests the same.41 Instead, they ask us to assume the perspective of 
the real-historian. To do so, however, implies that we historicize and then 
relativize the tradition that Stayer does not intend to disable. In his words, 
"A major thesis of the book was that separatist non-resistance alone sur
vived the sixteenth century because it was the most realistic of the com
peting Anabaptist teachings on the Sword."42 To repeat, the question here is 
expedience and survivability, not faithfulness, vision, or hope. For Goertz, it 
is enough to conclude that the plurality itself of Anabaptists in the sixteenth 
century brings their significance for a modern normative theological deter
mination into doubt.43 The intensely contextual nature of their anticlerical
ism, moreover, makes their particular theological insights, derived from a 
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particular historical context, of little value for contemporary problems. 
Accordingly, the normative demand of theology or ecclesiastical histori
ography cannot be founded "scientifically", which is to say, in a social or 
doctrinal history.44 Such a history discovers conflict, but without a deter
minative normative vision. 

The conclusions of Stayer and Goertz, then, do not merely add new data 
to the debate, but rather, they deny an alternative core of Anabaptist self-
understanding, which subsists in what one might call a "prophetic vision". 

A return to the prophetic [an understanding found mainly in the great 
prophets of the Old Testament and in Jesus] understanding of the 
sacred— this is the heart of the radical religion of Anabaptism. It would 
be incorrect to say that no others in their time had grasped this 
understanding of things. A measure of it existed in Protestantism as well 
as in Roman Christianity. But the Anabaptists were practically the only 
ones who sought to find and express God's will in radically personal 
and communal terms.45 

In such a reading, the activity of God in history is paramount for every 
leader in the early Anabaptist movements. As part of this divine activity, 
Jesus of Nazareth is the founder of a new kingdom. The significance of this 
claim for Christian ethics—i.e., how to live up to the appellation, "Chris
tian"—is multifold, but two strands stand out in the context of our 
discussion. 

First, the ethical perspective and principles of behaviour of this new 
kingdom stand in marked contrast to the ethical perspectives and principles 
of conduct in the earthly kingdoms of the larger world, where the citizens 
of the new kingdom are still physically located as resident aliens. In the 
Anabaptist view of the church, citizens of Jesus' kingdom have, by joining 
that kingdom, made a conscious choice to live in a new way with new 
norms. For example, they will love their enemies, they will renounce self
ishness and violence, and they will submit themselves to disciplined com
munities of faith. The sociopolitical implications of such a stance include a 
skepticism regarding the claims of the state or the political authorities over 
the lives of its/their citizens or subjects, most particularly in cases when 
the ruling political authorities pretend to godly sanction. Anabaptists are 
enabled to live up to the demands of their new citizenship by reason of 
the second strand of God's activity; the new kingdom is God's ongoing work 
in the world, and Anabaptists have become a part of it. The current work of 
the kingdom of God belongs to its members in partnership with God.46 Thus, 
a description of the new kingdom and of its members' participation in it 
must take the form of a story. The kingdom has a past, a present, and a 
future. Its members enter that narrative (for the Anabaptists, in faith through 
baptism) and continue to work out the narrative into which they are 
adopted.47 
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The analyses of Ciasen, Stayer, and Goertz all lead to a retelling of this 
story, which implies a denial of Anabaptist claims at several levels. The core 
of their claims, I think, has been recast in John Milbank's account of social 
and political theory in the West since Machiavelli. According to Milbank, 
Western social and political theory, regardless of school, thinker, or national 
origin, has been subtended by a theological meta-narrative deliberately set 
off in contrast to the traditional narrative of Christianity. This meta-narrative 
has been consistently underwritten by an ontology of violence that none of 
its indigenous critics have overcome, despite consistent attempts to super
sede it. The metanarrative that Milbank traces takes for granted essential 
ontological premises regarding the necessary role of force and violence in 
human affairs. His ultimate intent is to discover an alternative narrative 
that denies the necessity of violence. He looks to one strand in the Chris
tian tradition, displayed in constructs like Augustine's theology of the two 
cities, to do so. This tradition rejects violence as the regulating principle of 
either human or divine acts, and it proposes to replace it with an ontology 
of peaceableness. My suggestion is that this is what those Anabaptists 
who took up non-resistance as a personal and communal ethic were also 
trying to do. Goertz's "anticlericalism", Stayer's "expedience", and Clasen's 
"social history", however, all extend a metanarrative of violence into a self-
interpretation of peaceableness and the belief that such peaceableness is a 
real possibility. 

This move, moreover, is easy enough to understand. After all, an ethic of 
peaceableness is fragile—in connection with the Anabaptists, the personal 
eruptions of Thomas Müntzer48, the political eruption at Münster, and the 
subsequent marauding of the Batenburgers, for example, are evidence that 
peaceableness is indeed a delicate plant. As Milbank has it, such evidence 
can only be overcome with a counter-story of God's peaceable and loving 
relationship with human beings. Its fundamental characteristics from both 
the divine and human sides are ultimately displayed in the life of Jesus, but 
also in the lives of martyrs like Willems.49 It is the display of this life that 
Anabaptists—at least as an evangelical interpreter reads the [same] evid
ence—seemed to want to emulate. 

The real-historical or social-historical analysis of Anabaptism, then, is a 
denial of peaceableness as an ethical possibility. This denial displays itself 
in curious, seemingly picayune details in the new stories Stayer, Goertz, 
and especially Ciasen tell. As an example, let us note the difficulty Ciasen 
experiences in his brief discussion of the Anabaptist martyrs. Death, that 
stark limit and deep chasm before which we each must stand, forces upon 
us the question of the meaning of the thin thread we call our life. The Ana
baptists responded with a story of the kingdom of which they saw them
selves a part. Faithfulness and hopeful obedience to its dictates and a 
willingness to die in that obedience were, therefore, the substance of 
their lives' meaning and the basis of their courage. Ciasen disregards this 
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self-interpretation, and the result includes strikingly banal observations 
regarding, for example, the executions of Anabaptists. He notes that "Erhard 
reports that on their way to the gallows some Anabaptists were fearful, if not 
terrified, and depressed." "Under immense nervous strain," he continues, 
"some of the Anabaptists doomed to die behaved in a most unusual way. 
One brother who lost his shoes in the mud along the road did not even look 
back and went right on singing."50 This curiously detailed and descriptive 
account that is somehow trite and without any concern for the meaning of the 
Anabaptists' death is not a trivial difficulty: Clasen's methods cause him to 
miss the possibility that martyrdom is a form of political witness within a 
coherent ethic, as Stanley Hauerwas has argued in another context: 

For it was through martyrdom that the church triumphed over Rome. 
Rome could kill Christians but they [sic] could not victimize them. The 
martyrs could go to their death confident that the story to which their 
killers were trying to subject them—that is the story of victimization— 
was not the true story of their death. To Rome Christians dying for their 
faith was an irrational act. For the martyrs their dying was part of a story 
that Rome could not acknowledge and remain in power as Rome. 

Thus, the most determinative political witness the church had against 
Rome was martyrdom. By remembering the martyrs, the church in effect 
said, "You may kill us, but you cannot determine the meaning of our 
deaths." Rome does not get to tell the story of our lives, but rather the 
church claims to be the triumphant political community that knows the 
truth of our existence better than Rome. The church—exactly because it 
does not seek to rule through violence, though it necessarily manifests 
God's rule—triumphs by remembering the victory of the Lamb through 
the witness of the martyrs.51 

On this account, Clasen's social history turns the story of Anabaptist 
martyrdom into a story of victimhood. Like Stayer, he renders their story(s) 
essentially meaningless.52 This meaninglessness of the Anabaptist story is 
highlighted for Ciasen by the historical ineffectiveness of this "minor 
episode in the history of sixteenth-century German society."53 In Clasen's 
curious reading of Anabaptist doctrine, "it was a fantasy to hope that love 
could take the place of law and government."54 Accordingly, Ciasen denies 
the Anabaptist witness; although he sympathetically suggest that "if we do 
not recognize the spiritual force of Anabaptism, we fail to understand the 
movement altogether," his own implicit "methodological atheism" prevents 
him from doing so in a way that makes sense of this aspect of the story.55 One 
wonders what, precisely, a "religious impulse" or a "spiritual force" is.56 

Ciasen recognizes and pointedly argues that Anabaptism must be reckoned 
as a social phenomenon, because "Anabaptism was not just a set of doctrines 
and practices to be followed; it deeply changed the life of the believer," 
which had strong implications for how the believer conducted himself or 
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herself in the world.57 In his estimation, however, "The Anabaptists had'no 
discernible impact on the political, economic, or social institutions of their 
age," nor did they have much "if any, influence on sixteenth-century 
culture." He finds it unlikely that the later notion of the separation of church 
and state was in any way derived form earlier Anabaptist formulations.58 

Anabaptist Historiogenesis? 

It is no accident, I think, that neither Stayer, Ciasen, nor Goertz are ulti
mately able to move from scholarly curiosity to finding much of use in 
the Anabaptist story. Their narrative base denies them this possibility. The 
Anabaptist story loses its ethical significance, precisely because a "real-
political" stance or "methodological atheism" excludes it. But this outcome 
does not make their story untrue, so we must ask: what of the contrasting 
story of Anabaptist unity that evangelical Mennonites once told? What is the 
purpose and use of that story? Can it be sustained in the face of the empirical 
research Goertz, Ciasen, and Stayer provide? Are much of their data con
cerning pluralism simply ignored, as Stayer asserts,59 or are these data them
selves not in question here, but only the story the authors make of them? 
Can other interpretations of Anabaptist history find rich resources in these 
works, and can these resources serve as important controls on any sub
sequent interpretation of Anabaptism? Are not the metanarratives and 
presumptive motives of these stories likewise eligible for scrutiny? 

Let us consider briefly three such narratives. Harold Bender's well-known 
article, "The Anabaptist Vision," is more an analysis or even synthesis of 
events than a story as such, but his treatment of Anabaptism subsumes a 
clear narrative. There is, in Bender's reading, an "Anabaptist spirit" or "Ana
baptist vision" that makes the emergence of Anabaptism as a discernible 
movement the "culmination of the Reformation, the fulfillment of the ori
ginal vision of Luther and Zwingli." This vision was lost by these two 
reformers in the ongoing events and decisions of the early Reformation, but 
it was retained by the Anabaptists, who broke with the predominant 
Reformation trend. Who is and who is not to be counted among this latter 
group is clear.60 The story moves down to the present day in a well-defined 
way. The "heterogeneity" of non-Lutheran or non-Zwinglian Christian 
groups, moreover, is neither denied nor overlooked; its constituents are 
simply differently characterized: "There is no longer any excuse for per
mitting our understanding of the distinct character of this genuine Ana
baptism to be obscured by Thomas Müntzer and the Peasants War, the 
Münsterites, or any other aberration of Protestantism in the sixteenth cen
tury."61 There is, as Stayer complains, a "normative Anabaptism" and all 
the rest. 

Walter Klaassen's account, which appeared a year before Stayer's ana
lysis, is a more extended formulation of Bender's brief articulation of the 
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Anabaptist vision. Where Bender focussed on a new conceptualization of 
Christianity as discipleship, church as brotherhood, and love and non-
resistance as the proper Christian activity as the major constituents of the 
Anabaptist vision, Klaassen widens this vision to consider more of the 
practical problems such a vision encounters and the sorts of political, social, 
ecclesiological and ethical solutions it proffers. Klaassen is particularly 
interested, as I have already noted, in stressing the "prophetic" character of 
this vision.62 Perhaps because his treatment is more extended, Klaassen 
acknowledges more readily than Bender that at least some of the Anabaptist 
"aberrations" must, in fact, be recognized as part of the story of Anabaptism 
itself, not as entirely extrinsic phenomena. Like Bender, however, Klaassen 
sees in Anabaptism a spiritually motivated unity of purpose, motivation, 
and vision that the real-historians replace or deny. 

Klaassen extends the Anabaptist story into the present by suggesting that 
many of the problems in established Christianity to which Anabaptists 
responded are the problems of established Christianity today. Indeed, he 
sees Anabaptism ecclesiologically and sociologically reborn in contempor
ary debates. Contra the real-historians, the Anabaptist story has, in this sense 
at least, historical continuity. 

More explicitly than either Klaassen or Bender, J. Denny Weaver acknow
ledges "the different origins and the diverse histories of the several early 
Anabaptist movements."63 Despite this poly genetic heterogeneity, however, 
Weaver insists on a "shared outlook" that consists in a set of "common 
beliefs and practices" that "did develop—if something short of a homo
genous theology—at least enough in common that one can follow its legacy 
through clearly identifiable streams into the last quarter of the twentieth 
century."64 Moreover, this common stream is part of an even wider current 
of movements, which, if "not causally related, ... all reflect a way of being 
the church identifiable throughout Christian history." This stance allows 
Weaver the title of his final chapter, "The Meaning of Anabaptism," in a way 
that the approaches of Stayer, et al. would not. Weaver demonstrates that the 
heterogeneity and polygenesis of Anabaptism can be subsumed under the 
broad intention of living faithfully to a vision and understanding of Chris
tian practice without denying the real cleavages that this heterogeneity 
produces or the historically delimited context in which the practical working 
out of such a vision must take place. Thus, trading back real-political 
motivations for "religious" ones re-establishes the possibility of a unitary 
meaning in Anabaptism without ignoring the historical data more recent, 
less "religiously" motivated studies have brought to light. Perhaps most 
important for any evangelical interpretation of the story, by reasserting the 
priority of a historical vision that affirms the regulative moral authority of a 
tradition of faith handed down through several millennia, it denies without 
historical falsification Goertz's conclusion that sixteenth-century Anabaptism 
speaks in no meaningful way to its modern students. In the end, perhaps 
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Weaver, Klaassen, and Bender see a historical continuity in the problems 
Anabaptism addresses that Goertz, Ciasen, and Stayer do not. That a real-
political stance—which assumes a structural continuity in human affairs 
through time—should produce this historicist result is one of its prevailing 
ironies.65 

In the accounts of Weaver, Klaassen, and Bender, Anabaptism cannot be 
reduced to expressions of resentment, powerlessness, or illegitimacy. Ana
baptists themselves, these authors suggest, had something else in mind, a 
more positive agenda by which they identified themselves. It might be 
described as "recovery" or "restoration".66 What they sought to "recover" or 
"restore" was the manifestation in practice of an image of the good life, or, 
to speak with Paul and James rather than Plato, the just life, or, to use an 
Anabaptist term, the "God-pleasing" life.67 The image was rendered for the 
Anabaptists in the stories of the Old and New Testaments, both in the form 
of specific commands, but more generally in the form of narratives that 
illustrated how to live out such commands or what a life that embodied such 
commands might look like. In contrast to the real-historians, the evangelical 
interpreters insist on the essential pertinence of this vision for contemporary 
concerns and practices. Its content includes what I have noted in passing: 
non-resistance pacifism; a new conception of church as brotherhood and 
separated from political power; the practice of peace and agape as central to 
Christian ethics; a prophetic stance toward the powers that be. 

The real-historians and the evangelical historians are not so radically 
separated in their enquiry, however, that we cannot contrast them along a 
common line. All want to tell a story, a unifying tale with an underlying 
"lesson." For the former group, the lesson is realhistorical—the modern 
relevance of the Anabaptist story is nil, itself an affirmation of realpolitical 
principles concerning the historical relativity of moral questions. For the 
latter group, the moral continuities provide resources for present practices. 
Thus, we return to the question of historiogenesis. 

Although the stories of the real-historians may themselves be a part of a 
competing historiogenesis (a credible possibility I leave aside here68), they 
clearly have the function of disrupting the unitary evangelical alternative 
with their "pragmatic historical" claims. We must ask, then, whether any 
attempt to make an Anabaptist vision pertinent for present concerns re
quires the kind of historiogenetic construction we surveyed earlier. The 
question is pertinent in a consideration of real-historical evaluations of 
Anabaptism, because such evaluations tend in the direction of this assertion. 
Not to raise the issue is to beg nearly every question real-historians direct at 
evangelical interpretations. The answer falls into two parts. 

First, Voegelin's use of historiogenesis, which he regards in the same class 
of literary constructions as theogony, anthropogony, and cosmogony, tends 
to reduce all stories to a kind of mythopoetic "speculation", thereby 
subordinating them, in his analysis, to philosophy. This, too, is a tendency of 
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realpolitical or real-historical studies. But an analysis of narrative theology 
suggests that the category of historiogenesis (or other concepts in its class) 
cannot itself be the last word for Voegelin's philosophy of history. Put 
briefly, I have suggested throughout this essay that the evangelicals and 
real-historians are offering two alternate narrative contexts within which to 
understand moral reflection (scholars or "unbelievers" who offer a hostile 
monogenetic account have yet another). The real-historical account insists 
that power and interest defined in terms of power—which is to say, violence 
and the necessity of violence for establishing political stability and legit
imacy—is the proper context for comprehending the meaning of any story, 
including the Anabaptist one. Powerlessness and secular political illegit
imacy breed their own theologies and ethics, but over the long-term, these 
are of little interest and even less importance. The Anabaptist view of the 
world, is, therefore, a product of the resentments, power struggles, and 
political illegitimacies of a particular time and place. It may be of interest to 
the antiquarian, but it is of no use for understanding the contemporary 
situation, which continues to reflect the truth of realism and the moral 
relativism/situationalism that attends it. 

The evangelical interpretation, on the other hand, takes for granted a 
narrative context for understanding ethics—past and present—and God's 
activity in the world.69 Moreover, it rejects the real-historical premise con
cerning the necessary ubiquity of power as the defining element of every 
human relation. And finally, it suggest that there is no ultimate meaning 
"behind" the story of Anabaptism it tells. It is the story itself that is a 
manifestation of the new kingdom of which the evangelical narrator wants 
to be a part.70 

In response to a charge of historiogenesis, the evangelical historian 
suggests that the Anabaptist story, as told from an evangelical perspective, 
can be historiogenetic, but it need not be. It does take account of a kind of 
continuous kingdom, but this continuity may not be materially and 
politically manifested, which is not the case in imperial historiogenesis. It 
does take origins into account as well, but unlike most foundation myths, 
the founding of this kingdom tells of the death of the founder, and the 
subsequent martyrdom of its citizens and refounders, including the Ana
baptists.71 It thereby indicates a rejection of the violence that characterizes the 
narrative base of all other historiogeneses. Third, then, the continuity of this 
kingdom is based not on human will, force, and violence, but on God's 
grace. It is, therefore, "not of this world," which is to say, its divine sanction 
is not a justification for violence, but a protest against it. Finally, the problem 
of "definition" is not unique to Anabaptist historiography, but attends all 
historical accounts, accordingly, criticizing a move toward definition is 
question-begging. We may avoid "the creation of idealized and systematic 
pictures of all the Reformation groups" in an "exploitation of history for 
purposes of theological apologetics,"72 but that does not obviate the need for 
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an interpretive framework, regardless of our historiographie intent. On a 
wider register, then, the problems of Anabaptist historiography are similar 
for any group of believers who seek to give intelligibility and meaning to 
their tradition of practices. In each case, the identification of a "narrative 
base" in Newbigin's terminology or a "metanarrative" in Milbank's is the 
primary step towards identifying both the integrity and the God-conforming 
truthfulness of our story over against any number of attempts to retell it.73 

The necessary and sufficient condition for historiogenesis is, on this 
account, the exclusionary, triumphalist element that lies at the heart of the 
constructions Voegelin examined, and that asserts itself as a justification for 
violence in human affairs and as an "explanation" for the divinely sanc
tioned success of that violence. Although every community "has externality 
as one of its important components," Voegelin suggested it "is as a whole a 
little world, a cosmion, illuminated with meaning from within by the human 
beings who continuously create and bear it as the mode and condition of 
their self-realization." The meaning of such a "little world" is "illuminated 
through an elaborate symbolism," of which historiogenesis is one conduit.74 

If we drop the triumphalist pretense and its subtext of violence, however, 
the apparent Anabaptist "historiogenesis" of its "community of faith" takes 
on a radically different meaning for this "little world" than the histori
ogenetic construction of the other "little worlds" that inhabit the story of 
humankind up to the present. Faithfulness, martyrdom, and vision give 
continuity in this story, not divine sanction manifested in violence and 
political power. The evangelical tale is, therefore, quasi-Augustinian. (It is 
not precisely Augustinian, because it denies the use of force to either 
establish or maintain the kingdom of God, whereas Augustine eventually 
accepted such practice). It is the tale of a different kingdom, whose divine 
sanction is manifested not in political power, but in the ability to remain 
faithful. This also means that its continuation does not depend on the use of 
violence, which historiogenetic myths serve to justify. Moreover, it means 
that the continuation of the kingdom is not only a divine act, but a divine 
challenge. The construction of the story is not meant only to illustrate 
historical continuity, but prophetically to inspire it. This inspiration becomes 
a corner-stone of "the mode and condition" of "self-realization" for those 
who "create and bear" the kingdom story. 

The perspective I have drawn here actually permits a new kind of 
historical freedom. The stories of Anabaptists need not be inserted willy-
nilly along a single line of meaning, forcing the "facts" that real-historical 
studies uncover into predetermined results in order to make them meaning
ful along predetermined lines. In this case, there need not be an anxiety that 
may result either in despair or triumphalism and that betrays the "emotional 
confusion" that ushers in mythopoetry.75 Instead, there is a story that ex
presses a clear vision embodied in the story itself. The scope of the vision 
permits critique, course correction, and new creative modes for its realization 
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in time. It is not bound by the necessities of realism, and it does not strictly 
belong to the historiogenetic type. 

The Anabaptist (Augustinian) Counter-Narrative 

Historiogenetic constructs are one way to symbolize the historical continuity 
of a perceived political/cultural unity. They are not merely a "pretext" for 
violence, nor merely a self-serving justification for it, although they do 
perform these functions. They are also accounts of the historical continuity 
of a specific community, thereby rendering that continuity and the peace 
of the community's citizens in it meaningful. They help to make sacrifice 
(including a willingness to kill or die) for the sake of a community both 
possible and intelligible. An evangelical Anabaptist history of God's king
dom (I have used Jesus' overt political term intentionally) serves similar 
functions. And as the wider discussion of Newbigin and Milbank, for 
example, show, similar histories serve these functions in other Christian 
narratives. But historiogenetic constructions must be understood not only 
in terms of their form, but their intent. Whereas the intent of political 
historiogenesis is both to justify violence and render it intelligible, the 
evangelical intent is to extract an intelligible line of meaning from what is 
admittedly a set of heterogeneous and heterogenetic events, but to do so 
in a way that displays the possibility of peaceableness and faithfulness, 
not violence. It does so to fulfill a need, being a narrative that attributes 
meaning. Joyce Clemmer Munro has well described the need for such 
narrative—hinted at, but not fully articulated in Weaver, Bender's or 
Klaassen's work: 

I am not a trained historian, but I am an American Mennonite hunting 
for workable fragments from our experience, partly because the rest 
of the world—before it considers me anything (female, Christian, Men
nonite, mother, student of literature, writer)—considers me an American. 
So I must examine my Mennonite roots in the context of the American 
soil in which they have taken nourishment these past three hundred 
years. As a person particularly interested in storytelling and the force of 
storytelling among my people, I want a history that will 'see life steadily 
and see it whole,' a view of our past from which good fiction, good 
philosophy, good theology, good poetry, good art and good deeds can 
grow.76 

I would suggest, then, that interpreters in the school of Goertz, Ciasen, and 
Stayer cannot (as Stayer himself seems cheerfully to admit) have the last 
word. As long as the Mennonite descendants of Anabaptism remain a recog
nizable group with a past, a present, and the hope of a future, its members 
will continue to explore the basis for the "family resemblance" that allows 
them to "see life steadily and see it whole" so that they may have the 
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resources to live the life their family resemblance demands. Real-historical 
works deliver a plenitude of "facts", incidents, or findings that may attenu
ate unifying claims that can themselves ail-too easily become exclusivist, 
insular, and even triumphalist—a long stride toward historiogenesis. Insofar 
as these works purport to tell a story of their own, however, they cannot 
be a final word in the matter, nor, perhaps, even a particularly encourag
ing word—they merely open a new realm of contestation. Thus, being a 
"believer" produces a no more recognizably fideist stance than any other 
perspective. It simply produces (or demands) a different story. And this 
story is no more closed to scrutiny in its defence of its "truth" than any other. 
Indeed, an openness to peaceable discussion may make it less so. 

This openness poses a challenge from Anabaptists to their Christian con
freres in other traditions. Milbank, whose critique of social-scientific read
ings closely informs the present account, offers a pertinent example of how 
this challenge operates. Having developed a Christian counter-narrative of 
peace over against the ontological violence inherent in every form of modern 
social-scientific reasoning, he moves to an Augustinian justification for the 
(albeit tragic) Christian use of violence.77 On an Anabaptist reading, this 
move seems to be an act of faithlessness again the story God reveals in the 
life of Jesus.78 A perceived appeal to steer historical events for the sake of 
the neighbor's well-being, thereby taking up against the violence one has 
refused an identical counter-violence (even if for noble ends), is an insuf
ficient imperative in the Anabaptist view. Faithfulness, rather, consists of 
letting God take responsibility for history, which is to say, the members of 
His kingdom do not forsake peaceableness, regardless of the ends or con
sequences. As Guy Hershberger has suggested, moreover, Augustinian 
moves of this kind may too readily discount the creative measures peace
ableness can take against the world's violence that so quickly justifies 
seemingly noble-minded counter-violence.79 Thus, it is certainly the case 
that the problems of Anabaptist historiography I have recounted here could 
be used as a practical example of how to read a believer's story both as 
narrative and "counter-narrative" over against a host of hostile contenders 
(as Milbank has so ably done). Important as this lesson might be, however, 
it would miss the deeper point of the Anabaptist story, which is to present 
a narrative of the kingdom not as method (as either a "Machiavellian" or 
genealogical or real-historical reading of this story might suggest), but as 
substance, that substance being the peaceableness of God. 

To argue that meaning is self-assigned would, in a Christian context, be 
idolatrous. To suggest, however, that Christians explore their stories to find 
there the resources for living well or living faithfully is only to enjoin them 
to engage in a kind of political theory in one context and theology in another. 
Literature does so without being asked. Perhaps, then, "peoplehood", "faith
fulness", "restitution", or "people of God",80 to name only four, are, in fact, 
useful and not self-authenticating categories for exploring new ways of 
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delivering the elusive family resemblance that constitutes Anabaptism, and 
for considering the ongoing Anabaptist challenge to hear anew God's story 
as told in the Anabaptist instantiation of His kingdom. 
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